CHAPTER IX
THE PILSUDSKI REGIME
1928-1929
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the Pilsudski Government, of which the Bartel Governments
which preceded it might be regarded as preliminary phases, had
now been before the country for about a year and a half. Apart
from the army, the care of which the Marshal regarded as specially
his own, it was easy to see that what lay at the bottom of Pilsudski Js
policy was his dread of the recurrence of the anarchy which had
been fatal to Old Poland, and his determination to make the
New Poland different in that respect from the State of the tragic
Three Partitions.
The results of his adminstration were patent in the better
government of the country, as in its financial and economic
progress. The May Revolution had been a success in itself and
in its consequences. The strengthening of the Executive, with
a corresponding reduction of the power of the Legislative, had
undoubtedly been beneficial. The amelioration of the financial
and economic situation was seen in the increase of the revenue;
the growing prosperity of Poland added to the income and the
consumption of the people, and caused nearly every tax, monopoly
and profit-making enterprise to bring in more than had been
estimated in the Budget. The zloty was stable. Inflation was
ended. And if things were thus much better at home, the position
and prestige of Poland abroad had likewise been enhanced.
The record of the Pilsudski Government was good, though
its contest with the Parliament, or more accurately the struggle
of the Seym against it, had to be taken into account. The
Parliament, however, had lived out its full term. Pilsudski had
not crushed it any more than he had abrogated the Constitution;
he could have done both. The question before the country was
one of absolute simplicity—Pilsudski, yes or no?

